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Gothic Light
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

Such a wild untamed look, aren't these eyes the most amazing eyes ever designed in cross stitch?

 

Is this character - definitely a she - human or a hallucination?

It looks as if she were appearing ghostlike though a black lace doily. Or she was a butterfly with black and navy
wings morphing into a human being.

And why the candles on her head, hardly emitting any light, like a gothic and dark twin to scandinavian Santa
Lucia?

 

This fascinating design will certainly leave many questions unanswered, yet like many artistic works, it is precisely
the mystery of it all that makes it so appealing. 

 

The cross stitch piece is worked on 32ct Murano Baslat Splash evenweave, in a taupe/grey color printed with
random white dots adding to the overall feeling of eeriness.

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more portrait patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Gothic Light

Chart size in stitches: 67 x 91 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 32ct Murano ,in color (7419) Basalt Splash  (printed with random white spots)

size of stitched area: 4,2 x 5,7 inch (10,6 x 14,5 cm cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-gothic-light-cross-stitch-xml-214_234-4081.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/zweigart-32ct-lugana-murano-basalt-splash-7419-stitched-sample-pxl-8_57_226.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/dreaming-girls-cross-stitch-patterns-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_715.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/zweigart-32ct-lugana-murano-basalt-splash-7419-stitched-sample-pxl-8_57_226.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4081&w=67&h=91


Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 17

Themes: gothic, portrait, dreaming girl, key, candles, butterfly wings

 

>> see all portrait patterns (all designers)

>> see all fantasy world patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/beautiful-lady-woman-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-555.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/fantasy-world-cross-stitch-patterns-xsl-285.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-gothic-light-cross-stitch-xml-214_234-4081.html

